DISCOVER THE QUORUM NUTRITION™ Inner Physician Nourishment Program

ARE YOU TIRED OF TAKING SUPPLEMENTS THAT LEAVE YOU REVVED UP TO THE POINT OF ANXIETY OR NERVOUSNESS WITH DANGEROUS CANCER-CAUSING AND HIDDEN SIDE EFFECTS THAT YOU DON’T EVEN KNOW ABOUT? ARE YOU AFRAID OF THE INCREASING CANCER RISKS FROM ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICITY AND MAN-MADE VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS (MULTIPLE VITAMINS ARE SYNTHETIC USP MILLIGRAM-DOSED MAN-MADE VITAMINS)?

IF YOU ANSWERED YES, YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT QUORUM NUTRITION™!

Using advanced principles of quantum physics and nutritional science, Dr. Yanick founded Quantum Medicine™ and Quantum Nutrition® in 1980, and in the late 90’s discovered how cells talk to one another, calling it Quorum Nutrition™. Quorum Nutrition™ feeds microbial commensal cells that feed our inner physician. Many Nobel Laureates and scientists have independently supported many of Dr. Yanick’s original findings.

And, many have tried to copy Dr. Yanick’s original innovative discoveries unsuccessfully so be sure that the nutritional food concentrate you choose is labeled QUANTAFOOD™ or QUORUM NUTRITION™. No other kind of food nourishment can adequately nourish inner physician afferent nerve cells (neurons) that control digestive, immune and lymphatic functions and re-colonize the good commensal-probiotic cells to augment inner physician healing and restore the QUORUM ECOSYSTEM CYCLE.

Sadly, the inner physician is a forgotten and neglected part of human anatomy and its afferent-efferent and energetic counterparts are not assessed nor nourished by practitioners in alternative or modern medicine. Thus, QuantaFoods Association stands out as a unique and innovational food company with superior one-of-a-kind inner physician nourishment. Inner physician malnourishment is common today. Stressors of all kinds diminish its ability to keep us energized and cleansed of pollutants.

Protect yourself and your loved ones from the nightmarish diseases caused by inner physician malnourishment and toxicity. Quorum-fermented™ nourishment quickly cleanses the body of the daily onslaught of toxins found in today’s cleaning products, body care products and packaged food products (cookies, breads, chips, crackers, grains and cereals, energy bars, frozen pizza and pizza bases, tortillas and enriched synthetic vitamin products or vitamin supplements). Thus, to be healthy in today’s world, we need nature's recipe for nutrition in a format that fortifies the inner physician in 3 steps:

1. **QUORUM NUTRITION™** just 1 Vcap daily of this 100 to 1 concentrate provides superior Quorum Nutrition™ Nourishment

2. **REGENAFOOD™** – just 1 tablet with each meal provides superior protein, mineral and antioxidant nourishment needed to keep your inner physician alkaline and well nourished.**

3. **ANTIOXAFOOD™** – 1 Vcap daily provides you with thousands of nutrients (many which will take scientists decades to define and understand) giving you constant reinforcement to survive today’s moldy, toxic, and stress-filled world.**

ALWAYS ASK YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE TAKING NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS. Feel your best! Eat whole foods and supplement only with pure, organic and living nutrients as nature intended. The body’s built-in power to heal and cleanse itself needs this kind of nourishment because stress is depleting our nutrients at lightening speeds.

Our promise of purity: No animal byproducts or solvents as used in the overwhelming majority of supplements and no toxins (found in 97% of all supplements by reputable university researchers). No mold or irradiated ingredients found in all so-called “superfood” powders (spirulina, green barley, noni, acai, rice brain, pomegranate or encapsulated powders)… which go moldy only 21 days after harvesting! **

**Statements made have not been evaluated by the FDA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. www.QuantaFoods.com Las Vegas, Nevada